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Savings of $70 per student seen

Proposed rent hike is cut by 8%
By Chris Dickson
The UNF administration has
cut the proposed rent increase
for on-campus housing by eight
percent, which will save resi
dents $70 a semester if ap
proved by the Board of Regents.
The revised proposal for fall
1990-91 housing costs at Os
prey Hall and the UNF apart
ments calls for a 15 percent hike
as opposed to the 23 percent
orginally suggested by the
admnistration.
Current rent rates for a se
mester per person are $525 for
Osprey Hall, $850 for one-bed
room apartments, and $560 for
two-bedroom apartments.
The administration originally
proposed raising the rent to

Last Spinnaker
this semester
This is the last issue of
the Spinnaker this semes
ter. During the summer,
the Spinnaker will be
available on Thurdsays instead of Tuesdays and
there will be two issues:
the first on May 24, and
the second on July 12.
Itwillreturn toits regu
lar schedule of twice
monthly during the fall
semester.

$695 for Osprey Hall, $1,050 for
one-bedroom apartments, and
$750 for two-bedroom apart
ments.
Under the amended pro
posal, residents would pay, per
person per semester, $625 at
Osprey Hall, $980 in the onebedroom apartments, and $650
in the two-bedroom apartments.
The new rent proposal, how
ever, does not include phone
service, as did the first.
Carol Fear, secretary for in
terim director for residential
housing, Raymond ∫. Szaltis,
said the 15 percent rent increase
is "still in the proposal stages"
but by the end of the month a
decision should be reached by
the Board of Regents.
"To the best of my knowl
edge," she said, "it will not go
any higher than 23 percent."
In a letter to Chancellor Char
les B. Reed of the Board of
Regents, David Yearwood, di
rector of student lobbying, said,
"The residents at the Univer
sity of North Florida hope you
will support the new revised
rent proposal."
Yearwood said he wrote
Chancellor Reed "to convey the
support the residents have for
this new compromise feeling
that it is extremely fair while
also allowing the UNF residen-

tial living facilities to compete
equally with adjacent apart
ment complexes."
The revised rent increase
proposal, he said, reflected the
concerns of the UNF residents.
"Everyone involved including
the residents, the administra
tion, Residential Life, and the
Board of Regents cooperated
splendidly," he said.

Art conference
held on campus
"The Arts as the Fifth Academic," a conference on art
education, will be held in the
Student Life Center at UNF on
May 9.
The conference is designed
to increase the awareness of
the need to include art in the
educational process.
Teachers, principles, parents, and others interested in
art and education can attend.
For more information call the
Arts Assembly at 358-3600.

No smoking ban yet
The smoking ban is still
indefinite.
Dr. Diane
Gillespie, executive assis
tant to the president, said
that several details concern
ing the ban still are incom
plete.

By Celeste Brown
The Student Government Association (SGA) will hold elections today and tomorrow from 9 a.m.-3:15 p.m. in front of the
Bookstore and from 3:15 p.m.- 7:30 p.m. in front of the Library's
atrium.
One candidate has filed for each of the three SGA executive
offices. The candidates are:
Scott E. Rogers, the current vice president who's a senior
majoring in marketing, is running for president.
Christina (Tina) M. Jennings, a junior majoring in secon
dary education who's specializing in biology and chemistry,
is running for vice president.
Timothy C. Zdrazil, the current comptroller and a senior
majoring in business management, is seeking that post again.
He was appointed comptroller last fall after the elected comptroller resigned.
Twenty of the 40 Senate seats are up for grabs. Thirteen
candidates had filed by Spinnaker deadline time (April 4).
(See candidates' response to Spinnaker questionnaire on
Page 6)
The 13 senatorial candidates are: Scott Sobolewski, a business/pre-law major; Jerry Luciani, a computer sciences major;
Tangela Floyd, an information systems major; Kevin Wiggins,
an economics major; Gretchen Rae Geiger, an English major;
Amy Jennings, a biology major; and Robert Beatty, a finance
major.
Also, Steve Kelly, a business management major; James Landry, an accounting major; Helen Robertson, a nursing major;
Kelly Konsavage, a marketing major; Mohammad Siddiq, a
business administration major; and Maria Jackson, an accounting major.
Any voting students may also vote for a "write-in" candidate
of their choosing.
Evette Murrell, the Election Committe chair, is in charge of
reviewing the candidates' applications. Each candidate was
given a candidate's package which included the by-laws of
SGA, the purspose of SGA, SGA's membership guidelines
and the duties of SGA members.
Ms. Murrell reviewed all the applicants and signed their
candidate's packages if they qualified to run for either the
position of senator or for executive officer.
There was an orientation session on April 3-4 which all
candidates were required to attend.
At the meeting, the candidates were informed of SGA's organ
izational structure, election guidelines, campaign rallys and
helpful campaign ideas. A picture was taken of each candidate
that will appear on a "recognition board" that will be placed at
the polls to help students in voting.
The candidates must be a student of UNF, be in good standing
with the school and have a grade point average of 2.0 or higher.
Senators are required to obtain 25 signatures from other UNF
students, and executive officers are required to obtain 100
signatures.
The senators' and officers' terms last one year. Elections are
(Continued on page 12)
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UNF said to be discharging
polluted water into wetlands

Annual Juried Student Art Show is at the UNF Gallery
By Mike Ward
The Annual Juried Student Art Show is
scheduled to open April 5th and run until May
4th in the University Gallery according to Gal
lery Director Paul Karabinis. "This exhibition
provides an opportunity for the students to
show off their work." He said, "This is always
a well attended show."
The students are allowed to submit three
pieces of work. Usually about 175 pieces are
sumitted but the Gallery will show about 75
works. "Just because I present only 75 pieces

doesn't mean that the other aren't any good,
but I am constrained by the space in the Gal
lery," said Karabinis.
An interesting spin-off of this exhibition
is a show put together by the students who
didn't make the juried show. He also said
that it has become almost a tradition for those
students to show their work at the Salon de
Refusees in Bldg. 3, room 2331. "I've helped
them set it up in past and I hope the students
still want to do it again this year," said Karab
inis.

UNF's Visitation Day draws total attendance of 163
The Office of Admissions
sponsored its Transfer Student
Visitation Day recently at
which 163 students, family and
friends from various junior
and community colleges

throughout Florida attended.
The program focused on re
cruiting prospective transfer
students to make their transi
tion from other colleges easier,
said Ms. Cindy Minor, admis-

CLASSIFIED ADs

sions coordinator.
Of the 163 people in atten
dance, 106 were prospective
students and seven of them
were minority students.tation
day will be held June 29.

By Rocky Rukab
UNF is discharging polluted
stormwater runnoff directly
into wetland areas on the west
side of the campus, said Ralph
Brown, an engineer with the St.
John's River Water Manage
ment District.
A reporter from the Spinna
ker examined the area and de
termined that drainage from
parking lots in front of the stu
dent apartments flows directly
into the woods. Brown later
confirmed that this was the site
of the pollution.
Stormwater runnoff is a big
part of the water quality prob
lem with the St. Johns River
and the area's creeks and rivers, Brown said in a recent tele
phone interview. Stormwater
picks up pollutants, such as oils
and heavy metals (like lead)
from roads and parking lots, he
said.
"This type of non-point
pollution contributes to the
degradation of the water quality in the wetlands," Brown
said.
Wetlands function as a filter, naturally cleaning pollutants from the water. When a
wetland is overloaded it loses
its ability to clean the water,
Brown said.
UNF is barred from correct

* BAR and RESTAURANT *

Crawdaddy's, Cabaret Lounge
is presently seeking:
Fun, energetic individuals with an interest in
parties and "Good Times " to attend the
BEST PARTY ON THE RIVER

- EVERY -

THURSDAY
COLLEGE

Hey..
.

J.U.

U.N.F.

NIGHT

F.C.C.J.

join all your friends and don't miss this

■ ULTIMATE PARTY EVENT ■
*
*
*
*

DRINK SPECIALS 25 & .75 cents
FREE FOOD (Wings & Potato Skins)
TOP 40 & PROGRESSIVE MUSIC with DJ Evan Shaffer
NO COVER

No experience necessary... You must be 21 to apply..
Crawdaddy's 1643 Prudential Drive. Jacksonville, FL 32207 (904) 396-3546

ing the problem until its appli
cations for management and
storage of surface waters
(MSSW) is approved by the St.
Johns River Water Management
District.
The Spinnaker reported in
November that the construc
tion of the student apartments
was a violation of Chapter 40C4 (MSSW) of the Florida Ad
ministrative Codes. UNF also
lacked a 40C-42 stormwater
quality permit.
Brown said most of the construction on campus since 1983
was in violation of Chapters
40C-4 and 40C-42 of the Florida
Administration Code.
UNF has submitted a mas
ter stormwater treatment and
drainage plan for the whole
university to the district, Brown
said, but it was incomplete, so
the district requested more
information.
Brown said the master plan
should improve water quality
throughout the campus. Storm
water runnoff should be directed into a holding pond
where pollutants can settle to
the bottom and decompose
naturally, he said.
When asked if there were
any fines for such violations,
Brown said, "We're trying to
work with the university."
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Greeks have a problem

The dilemma: Fraternities, drinking, insurance
By Ryan A. McCue
Many Greek and social or
ganizations are facing rising
insurance costs due to increased
social liabilities.
Fraternities have developed
a national reputation of being
party-oriented clubs that fall
into the high risk insurance
category.
In the past few years, most of
these organizations have devel
oped national policies which
govern the actions of the indi
vidual chapters.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha is one of
the Greek fraternities affected
by these insurance problems.
"We can't even have a party
in an establishment that derives
over fifty percent of its gross
annual sales from alcohol," said
David Miller, president of
Lambda Chi Alpha. "We
couldn't allow ourselves to
have parties in the boathouse
for over a year because we
didn't know about their income
status. We finally had to get a
copy of their annual report and
clear the parties through our
national headquarters."
Lambda Chi Alpha is one of
more than 25 national fraternities whose individual chapters
are insured by the Fraternity

Insurance Purchasing Group
(FIPG).
The company was founded
five years ago by the directors
of many national fraternities
who could not seek coverage
for their organizations because
of rising premium costs charged
by private carriers.
"Even with the new com
pany we couldn't get coverage,"
said Miller, "unless we set up a
risk management committee
and alcohol guidelines to gov
ern our actions at social events."
Lambda Chi Alpha's risk
management committee con
sists of the president, vice-president, social chairman, risk
management coordinator, and
treasurer.
Some of the alcohol policies
adopted by the fraternity in
clude: No consumption of alco
hol by members or guests at
single-sponsored events. No
chapter funds may be used to
purchase alcohol. The chapter
is subject to all federal, state,
and local laws. Also, the frater
nity cannot sponsor an open
party.
The risk management coor
dinator must also complete a
form, which is sent to the na
tional headquarters for ap
proval, that outlines party costs,

policies observed, and details
about the function.
SIGMA CHI OMEGA
Sigma Chi Omega is a colony of the Sigma Chi national
fraternity and will soon be
subject to national fraternity
alcohol guidelines.
"Technically, we're not
subject to the national policy
established by the general headquarters, " said James Landry,
president of Sigma Chi Omega.
"However, if we want to get
our charter in the fall, we'll have
to show that we have strict al
cohol and drug policies."
Once the colony receives a
national charter, it will be able
to receive insurance coverage
under the risk management
policy established by the na
tional headquarters. The fra
ternity currently has coverage
through its local alumni board.
Some members of Sigma Chi
Omega recently rented a house,
located at 323 12th Ave. S. in
Jacksonville Beach, to serve as a
chapter house.
"Having a house presents
some special challenges when
dealing with safety," said Lan
dry. "If we have a party where
alcohol is present, nobody who
is under age may drink."
In addition to following the

state guidelines, Landry said
that food is also served at all
social functions.
"Initially, the public rela
tions chairman takes the car
keys of everyone who comes
to the party," said Landry.
"Then a group of brothers will
check each person before they
leave the party. If they've had
too much to drink, they won't
drive. We enforce that policy
strictly."
The executive committee
along with the public relations
committee govern and enforce
the fraternity’s alcohol and drug
policy. All fraternal commit
tees are also subject to the
chapter's guidelines. The
alumni committee guides the
chapter in enforcing the poli
cies.
When the group applies for
its national charter in a few
months the petition will include
a copy of all alcohol and drug
guidelines used by the chapter.
Also included will be details of
any alcohol- or drug-related
incidents and how the colony
handled them.
"We're pretty lucky so far,"
said Landry. "We've had no
major problems. We have to
continue to enforce policies
efficiently because getting our

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you’ll
learn what it takes to succeed — in college
and in life. You’ll build self-confidence and
develop your leadership potential. Plus you
can also qualify to earn an Army Officer’s
commission when you graduate.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT MAJOR ROBERT M. OATES
BLDG. 11, ROOM 2105, UNF CAMPUS (904) 646-2813/2814

charter is our main goal."
PI KAPPA PHI
Pi Kappa Phi also has fratemal insurance through FIPG.
"We've also had to question
whether or not we can have
parties at the Boathouse," said
Kevin Holzendorf, president of
Pi Kappa Phi. "The Boathouse
director had to write a letter to
our headquarters before any
parties could be approved."
Pi Kappa Phi's national
adviser has advised the chap
ter to have parties elsewhere
even though national Headquarters has given its okay.
"We haven't had a party at
the Boathouse yet this semes
ter," said Holzendorf. "On this
campus, the Boathouse is the
only social outlet. Our policies
have really made it tough for
our activities."
The fraternity also employs
a risk managment team con
sisting of the president, treas
urer, social chairman, and the
warden.
At Pi Kappa Phi parties one
member of the executive com
mittee is responsible for clos
ing the party down on time. In
addition, two brothers ap
pointed not to drink, check the
identification of party goers

(Continued on page 7)
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How have sports teams fared? Read on!
By John Broekema and
Mike Ridaught
Here's a wrapup showing
how UNF sports teams have
fared.
MEN'S TENNIS
The UNF men's tennis team
has endured a long season and
so far has played very consistent earning them third in the
latest NAIA rankings.
In a schedule that has taken
the Osperys through 32
matches, they have compiled a
record of 27-5. The team has
played 13-ranked NAIA teams
and has come away on the
winning side in 10 of those
matches. Early in the season
they defeated the No. 1 NAIA
team, Texas-Tyler, by a score of
7-2.
Individually the team is led
by Adam Rework, who was
ranked No. 1 in the latest na
tional poll, and Stefan Cambal,
ranked ninth. Other UNF players in the nation's top 50 are
Darren Harper, 23rd, and Paul
Duffy, 31st. Rework and Cambal also combine to form the
nation's No. 1 doubles team,
while Peter Rejmer and Se
bastien Drapeau were ranked
twelth in the same poll.
Coach Leo Vorwerk believes
the team has a good chance in
the District 25 Championships
held at UNF if the lower play-

ers from UNF upset their opponents and he hopes the team
plays as well in the NAIA Na
tional Championships in Kan
sas City.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
The nation's No. 1 ranked
women's tennis team is right
here at UNF. The Lady Ospreys
were ranked first in the latest
poll.
After playing 24 matches the
team's record stands at 18-6.
The season got under way with
a big victory over District 25
opponent Boca Raton by a score
of 5-4 in Boca Raton. The Os
preys have not lost to a NAIA
opponent all year and look
strong going towards the post
season play.
Other than the Boca Raton
match, Coach Vorwerk believes
the biggest win this season came
against the team from Miami
(Ohio) which had previously
beaten five of the schools from
the NCAA Big 10 Conference
and Arkansas also of the
NCAA.
Led by Jo Wilkins of Eng
land, ranked sixth, the Lady
Ospreys are solid all the way
through the lineup with all the
players ranked nationally.
Those players ranked are; Stine
Vogt Anderson,15th; Page
Bates, 21st; Katarzyna Lap-

inska, 37th; Laura Speicher,
43rd; and Diane Pensabene,
44th. Anderson and Pensa
bene were ranked fifth in
doubles while the teams of Bates
and Wilkins, and Kau and
Lapinska were ranked 11th and
18 th respectively.
The team should do quite well
in the District 25 Championships to be held in St. Augustine
and in the NAIA National
Championships in Overland
Park, Kans.
GOLF TEAM
Compared to the fall season
the spring season has been
much slower for the team as
they have only carded one vic
tory in the six tournaments they
have played.
The Ospreys, who started the
fall season with wins in two of
the first three tournaments of
the season, took a little longer
in the spring to reach the
winner's circle. The fall season
started with good play and
ended with play that did not
live up to the team's potential.
If the team continues to im
prove, as it has over the last few
months, it should have no prob
lem in the District Tournament
in May and will hopefully con
tend for its first National Cham
pionship at the end of May.
Looking past the post season
on to next year the team will

SURVIVAL
TOOLS
FOR THIS
WEEK.
Serving University of North
Florida & Jacksonville
Regency Area:

724-7206

Safety First!
Dominos Pizza® hires only
safe drivers. We check all
driving records before
hiring.

10230 Atlantic Blvd.

lose three players; Mark Dunn
of Florida, Mats Nilsson of
Sweden and Todd Haley of
Pennsylvania. The new season
will also bring a new head
coach, John Brooks, who will
replace Duncan Hall. Hall resigned effective at the end of
the 1990 season.
BASEBALL TEAM
The baseball team began the
1990 season with a lot of new
faces. In fact, only 36 percent of
last year's team returned.
So the task for Coach Dusty
Rhodes was to rebuild. After
all, the Ospreys finished last
season with a 53-18 record,
including a third place finish at
the National Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (NAIA)
World Series in Lewiston,
Idaho..
Rhodes, the 1989 District 25
and Area 5 Coach of the Year, is
the first coach to win 100 games
in a school's first two years of
play.
Last year, the Ospreys set 36
school records, including the
best winning percentage (.747).
This year, despite season
ending injuries to starter Mike
Skoglund and top reserve Hec
tor Garcia, the Ospreys carried
a 28-14 record (.667), a fifth place
NAIA national ranking, and a
first place District 25 record into
the month of April.

Included in that record are
victories over 10 NCAA teams,
a two-game sweep at West
Florida and a victory over Point
Park, both of whom appeared
in the NAIA World Series last
year.
The 1990 season brought
several records to Harmon Sta
dium:
• On Feb. 27, freshman Sid
Roberson tied a school record
with a no-hitter.
• On March 5, the baseball
team made its home debut
under the lights.
• On March 15, the Ospreys
turned a school record six
double plays.
• On March 31, junior Doug
Anderson had a school record
13 strikeouts.
• On March 31, junior Danny
Clark tied a school record with
a no-hitter.
With the regular season a
month shy of completion, the
Ospreys will continue to go as
far as they can with what they
have (other injuries have hurt
as well).
Should the Ospreys maintain
their District 25 lead, the Dis
trict 25 Tournament will be held
at Harmon Stadium May 8-12.
The next game is at Valdosta
State April 18 and the Ospreys
return home on April 19 to face
NCAA opponent Jacksonville
University at 7 p.m.

Pantastic Duo
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Governor endorses 8% in-state tuition hike
Gov. Bob Martinez has an
nounced that he will support
an 8 percent tuition increase
for in-state students at Florida
state universities in 1990-91
rather than the 15 percent boost
being sought by the Board of
Regents (BOR).
The governor also said that
he would back an 18 percent
boost in tuition for out-of-state
students. The BOR is seeking a
15 percent hike for out-of-state
students. UNF currently enrolls about 260 out-of-state students among a student body
population of 7,400.
At a press conference at
UNF last Nov. 16, the Florida
Student Association (FSA), representing the nine state university student body presidents,
announced that it would lobby
the BOR for an 8 percent increase in tuition. The 8 percent
hike would raise approxi

mately $11.4 million while the
15 percent increase would add
$16.7 million, according to Barbara Bowden-Foley, FSA execu
tive director.
If the 8 percent boost is ultimately approved, tuition next
year would be $1,307 rather
than the $1,363 if the 15 percent
increase is approved. The national average for in-state tuition is $1,828.
This is the first time the governor has endorsed the FSA
tuition increase proposal and
it's the first time the FSA, in its
13-year history, has recom
mended any increase. As Ms.
Bowden-Foley said, the FSA
would rather be in the position
of not recommending any increase in tuition , but because
1991 will pose even tighter
budget constraints than 1990,
FSA believed that it did not
have any other choice.

Students at UNF rank first
in two of four CLAST tests
UNF students ranked first
in two of the four sub-tests in
the recent College-Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST) and
second in one of them when
compared With undergraduates at eight other public universities in Florida.
CLAST is administered by
the Florida Department of Education and tests students in English language skills, essay, reading, and mathematics.
Only those students who
spent their freshman and sophomore years at one institution in the State University
System were ranked.
UNF students were first in
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Jobs in Alaska

the October examination in
essay with 119 of 123 passing the
essay exam (97 percent); first in
reading (120 of 124 passed (97
percent); and second in Eng
lish with 115 of 124 passing (93
percent). In mathematics, UNF
students placed fifth With 112 of
124 passing (90 percent).
President Adam W. Herbert
said, "I believe these results
speak quite highly of our students and faculty.
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SGA President Valerie Molina praised the governor's action by saying, "We were ecstatic when the governor took
this position...."
Chancellor Charles Reed has
praised the FSA's initiative in
recommending an increase in
tuition, but believes that the 15
percent figure Will "look real
good" to the legislature by the
time it ends its session on June
1.
The legislature has increased tuition in seven of the
past 10 years. Last year, according to Ms. Molina, theFSA
presented a proposal to the BOR
calling for a 10 percent in-state
tuition increase, but the BOR

$698,055 budget
gets Senate OK
By Charlie Wolfe
The proposed budget of
$698,055 for the next fiscal
year was approved by the
Senate recently.
Motions Were entertained to change the
amounts of some department allocations, but they
failed.
Now that the Senate has
approved thebudget, it goes
to the Student Government
Association president after
spring break. She has five
days to review it and decide
whether to accept it, veto it,
or make changes. If she decides to accept it, it then proceeds to the vice president
of student affairs, Dr. Roland E. Buck, and then to
President Adam W. Herbert.

responded by saying FSA was
too late in presenting its pro
posal and instead sought a 15
percent increase. The legisla
ture approved an 8 percent
hike in in-state tuition.
Here is what the legislature
has done about in-state tuition
the past five years: 1985-86, 5
percent increase; 1986-87, 5
percent; 1987-88, 4 percent;
1988-89, no increase; and 198990,8 percent.
Ms. Molina said no one
knows which way the legislature will go on the tuition issue,
but she pointed out that this is
an election year and that a lot
of students take the time to vote.
She and six or seven other UNF
students plan to lobby legisla

tors on April 30 and May 1—
days designated by the FSA for
UNF students to contact legislators in person. Other state
university student delegations
have been assigned different
days during the legislative session.
When asked how the student body presidents arrived at
the 8 percent figure for FSA's
proposed in-state tuition increase, one student body president—Ed Scales of the University of Florida—told the Florida
Times-Union that he and the
other members of a task force
picked that figure because of a
"gut feeling." "There wasn't a
whole lot of scientific study,"
he said.

Career Expo draws
600 to UNF campus
By Charlie Wolfe
More than 600 students registered at Career Expo '90 on
March 14 in the Andrew Robinson Student Life Center.
Career Expo is put on each
year jointly by Edward Waters
College, Florida Community
Collegeat Jacksonville,Jacksonville University, Jones College,
and UNF.
Its purpose is to help stu
dents explore career possibilities and to give employers a
chance to meet students.
Eighty-one companies were
represented, including several
from the Fortune 500.
Carol Ann Boyles, planning
committee chairperson, said
this year's Career Expo was

note worthy for several reasons.
"Students and employers
did evaluations, and both
groups were excited with the
expo," she said.
Also a number of UNF
alumni were here doing the
interviewing as company rep
resentatives.
Students were invited to
interviews by the company
representatives. One represen
tative wanted the first five
students who visited the booth
to come for an interview, ac
cording to Boyles.
Companies were offering
students co-op and part-time
jobs, as well as career positions,
she said.
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300 OPERATORS
for COMMUNICATION COMPANY
IN SOUTH JACKSONVILLE

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

U.N.F. STUDENTS!!
Planned Parenthood of
Northeast Florida Inc.
*Birth Control
*S.T.D. Screening
*Women's Health Care
Downtown 358-2244
Beaches 249-2378
Westside 387-0208
QUALITY - LOW COST - CONFIDENTIAL

**This ad is worth $5 Off your initial visit.

•PARTTIME
•FULL TIME
•DAYS&EVENINGS
• $5.06-$5.75 HR.
•FOUR $500 SCHOLARSHIPS
(Must work 750 hours by 8-12-90)
CALL NOW FOR APPOINTMENT
739-0220
8622 Bαymeαdows Road
TALENT TREE
PERSONNEL SERVICES
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Candidates answer Spinnaker questions
By Celeste Brown
The Spinnaker recently questioned the three candidates
running for Student Govern
ment Association (SGA) execu
tive offices.
The candidates are:
Scott E. Rogers, a senior ma
joring in marketing, age 22,
running for president.
Christina (Tina) M. Jennings,
a junior
majoring in secon
dary education and specializing in biology and chemistry,
age 24, running for vice president.
Timothy C. Zdrazil, a senior
majoring in business management, age 22, running for comptroller.
Here is how the candidates
responded:
1. What qualifications or
skills do you believe you have
that make you the best choice
for the position you are seeking?
Rogers: The SGA president
must be very aware of the historical implication of the issues
facing the student body and the
administration. I have been
involved in SGA for over two
years and I have seen three
student body presidents deal
with such issues. I possess the
historical perspective to effec
tively deal with the issues that
will face SGA in the coming
year.
Jennings: As vice president
of SGA, my main focus Will be
on the Senate. I believe that I
have the skills necessary to

Rogers: I currently serve as
SGA vice president/Senate
president. As vice president, I
have had the opportunity to
oversee the internal operation
of SGA. Prior to serving as vice
president, I Was the Senate
president pro-tempore, parlia
mentarian, and Organization
and By-Law Committee chair.
I have worked in all branches of
SGA including the executive,
legislative, and judicial.
Jennings: Since I became a
senator in the fall of 1989, I
have served as a financial aid
representative for the Student
Advocate Committee, as a
member on the University
Committee for Financial Aid
Scholarships, and as a mem
ber
of the Academic Stan
dards Committee. I was also
elected to the position of chair
of the Student Advocate Com
mittee in the following spring
term.
Zdrazil: I served as a student
senator from the fall 1988 to the
summer of 1989. During my
time as a senator, I sat on the
Aquatics Center Coordinator
Search Committee, the Student
Fees Assessment Committee,
served as the vice-chair of the
Budget and Allocations Committee, was a member of the
Political Action Team, and at
tended the Florida Student
Association Leadership Confer
ence. As comptroller, I have
fulfilled all requirements of the
position such as serving as the
chair of the Budget and Alloca-

dent body such as opposing
the housing rent increase, pro
viding support for Handi
capped Student Services, and
developing a Book Exchange
Program. I take pride in put
ting students' concerns as my
No. 1 priority and will con
tinue to take this stance as vice
president.
Zdrazil: I was the president
of the photography explorer
post in Baton Rouge, La., for
two years. As president, I
was in charge of running the biweekly meetings, controlling
all aspects of our yearly
budget, and meeting with our
sponsors to keep them
updated on our activities.
4. Why did you decide to
run for this position?
Rogers: I decided to run on a
ticket with Tina Jennings and
Tim Zdrazil because I know
we have the experience and
commitment to effectively lead
SGA next year. We have made
a commitment to work as a
team to benefit the entire stu
dent body in our respective
positions.
Jennings: When I became
chair of the Student Advocate
Committee, I saw a loosely
bound group of individuals
who needed to be drawn to
gether, have their spirits and
morale lifted, and to be re
minded of their commitment
as liaisons for the student body.
In a short period of time I was
able to make this
commit
ment just that, a close-knit

Dear Editor:
The first night baseball game at UNF was a great success
thanks to the support of the student body, the sororities and
fraternities who participated, the Alumni Association, the Osprey Club Executive Committee, and many other volunteers. I
particularly want to thank the students who attended and showed
their support by cheering loudly for the Ospreys and participating in the banner contest.
On behalf of everyone involved With the UNF athletic program, I want to thank the student body for the support Which
they provide us through the athletic fee. I Would remind each of

recruit, uplift and maintain, and

tions Committee throughout

dedicated group of students

you that a valid student I.D. entitles you to free admission to any

create a close-knit committed
group of Senators. I am a firm
believer in morale boosters, a
system of rewards, and clean,
efficient communication.
Zdrazil: I was appointed to
the position of comptroller in
the fall of 1989 after the previously elected comptroller resigned. This put me in an interesting position. Having made
it through the learning process,
I now feel very confident about
my abilities in the office of
comptroller.
2. What prior experience
have you had with SGA?

the budgeting process.
3. What other experience
have you had that relates to
the position you are seeking?
Rogers: I have seen the University from many perspectives
which include: BACCHUS,
Presidential Envoys, and Sigma
Chi Omega. As a member of
these special interest organizations I have received student
perspectives other than the
typical SGA perspective.
Jennings: As chair of the
Student Advocate Committee,
I have had the opportunity to
fight for concerns of the stu

who take a strong stand for
students. I realized many skills
and talents Which I did not
know I possessed. I decided to
put these skills to Work for the
Senate by running for vice
president.
Zdrazil: I decided to run for
the position of comptroller
because I feel like I have not
had a chance to really make this
position work for me. I came in
late in the game, and I have
been keeping things running
without the opportunity to
expand and develop new ideas.
With a full term and time to
plan, I could make things happen.
5. What are your goals for
SGA if elected?
Rogers: My goals include,
but are not limited to, an effec
tive lobbying platform for lower
tuition, higher allocations for
financial aid and minority recruitment∕retention. I will also
effectively work With the administration to increase student
representation on university
committees, and the communication between students and the
administration.
Jennings: My first goal for
senate would be to recruit a
truly committed group of
senators Who would proudly
represent their fellow students
in a professional
manner.

regular season athletic contest at UNF. The golf, tennis, track, and
baseball teams are all competing this spring, and I would encourage you to attend as many contests as possible. Should you not
have a schedule of these events, please stop by the athletics office
(Portable 817) to obtain a copy.
Thomas C. Healy
Interim Vice President for University Relations
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should help fund the Spinnaker,
through the Activity and Service Fee, but specific policies
need to be developed concern
ing the exact funding meth
ods. In the late seventies, the
student newspaper
at that
time was funded through the
Activity and Service Fee. SGA
did not like the paper's coverage, and decided to pull the
funding. For SGA to fund the
Spinnaker we need to ensure
that the current university
funding levels continue.
Jennings: I do agree that SGA
should help fund the Spinnaker
because it is a viable paper that
reaches all students.
Zdrazil: Yes. The only thing
that Would concern me Would
6. Do you agree that student be that the university could
government should help fund possibly pull their support
the Spinnaker?
expecting SGA to carry out
Rogers: I agree that SGA the financial burden.

Also, I would want the student
body to know more about the
people who are representing
them in the voting process. In
addition, I would like to see
senate
more active in
regards to serving the student
body.
Zdrazil: This term I worked
very hard to make the budget
ing process
easier on the
Budget and Allocations Committee as well as the budget
directors. I think this could be
taken even further, so that as
this campus grows, we will be
able to handle an even larger
budget
without greater
amounts of stress on those involved.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:
The March 20 issue of The Spinnaker contained an article by
Rocky Rukab updating the status of the university administration's
plans to construct a "loop" road through the wetlands area of the
campus adjoining the nature trails. In reporting on the continuing opposition to the loop, the article quoted a Sierra Club
spokesman Who is also a UNF student, no mention was made of
the role of UNF's own Sawmill Slough Conservation Club.
Both as a conservation club and as UNF's oldest student
organization, Sawmill Slough; has and will continue to be in the
forefront of the battle to preserve the integrity of our campus.
Because the loop road is not the best answer to UNF's traffic and
safety needs but will needlessly destroy an important part of the
most environmentally sensitive part of our campus, we invite all
concerned UNF students and faculty to join with us in taking
appropriate measures to prevent this destruction and to develop
responsible alternatives.
No permits have been issued. If enough of us are Willing to say
"NO" when and where it really counts, the bulldozers may never
roll and those wetlands may be saved for us, our children and all
future UNF students to enjoy.
Last year the Student Government Association, along with
virtually every UNF student club and organization, expressed the
strong opposition of students to the proposed road plan. As the
Herbert administration once again attempts to enforce its will
over the objections of those who pay the bills, we look forward to
again working closely with SGA and other campus groups who
are increasingly tired of being "bulldozed" by Building One.
Make no mistake. The fight against the loop road is not over.
The real battle is just beginning.
Michael Woodward
President, Sawmill Slough Conservation Club
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Boardwalk closed for repairs Greek dilemma
By Jane Rumbaua
The Red Maple Boardwalk
was officially closed Feb. 27 for
repairs but the section along
the lake is open after 3 p.m.
each day.
According to nature trail
ranger John Golden, the 1,600foot boardwalk has weakened
over time because of moisture
and bugs.
"Some of the support posts
are so damaged that they

65 are donors
in blood drive
Students, faculty and staff
members gave 65 pints of blood
to the Florida Georgia Blood
Alliance in a recent blood drive
sponsored by Sigma Chi
Omega, a UNF fraternity.
According to Robert Nelson
Beatty, Sigma Chi Omega's
public relations chairperson,
"There were a lot more people
(donating blood) than we ex
pected."
However, the previous blood
drive, sponsored by the Society
of Human Resource Management, had 84 donors. A campus record, with 85 donors, was
set in 1985.
Only one bloodmobile Was
available for the donors and, as
a result, there were long lines.
Beatty said that the fraternity
plans on having another blood
drive during the fall semester .

can't even hold a nail," he said.
The rebuilding of the deteriorating boardwalk is being
funded by UNF's Physical Facilities.
Golden has complained
about the condition of the
boardwalk for three years.
"They (the administration) tell
me that they do not have the
manpower or money.
The boardwalk, which includes two nailed down handrails, will be replaced with three
capped handrails with galva
nized bolts. Sections around
the loop have started to slant
because of the upheaving of
the tree roots pushing against
the support posts.
"Certain segments around
the loop are beyond repair ,"
said Golden. "They will just
have to be replaced."
The support posts exposed
to the ground will be replaced
with high grade, pressure
treated lumber. The previous
posts were not treated for
ground contact, therefore they
deteriorated rapidly.
Last Oct. 9 Golden filed a
safety hazard report with campus police.
Police barricades were put
up after Police Lt. John Ander
son’s foot fell through the
boardwalk, Golden said.
"I'm just glad it wasn't a kid
or someone in a wheelchair,"
Golden said.

draws comment
(Continued from page 3)
and issue each of them an I.D.
Each event must have a
closed guest list and unescorted
people are not admitted to the
function.
Fraternity pledges are educated about the policies when
they join. Holzendorf hopes
that this Will reduce the num
ber of alcohol violations in the
future.

Research park plan
develops a roadblock

The donation of 275 acres of
land to UNF to be used for
creation of a research and development park just east of the
university has hit a snag.
The agreement between the
family of late dairyman A. C.
Skinner and the Duval County
Research and Development
Authority was supposed to
have been finalized the last
BOATHOUSE
week in March, but questions
Food Service Director Steve concerning the funding of a
Rider said that he really isn't proposed interchange at Butler
informed about fraternity insur Boulevard have put the agree
ance guidelines.
ment on hold.
Rider oversees the manageThe Research and Develop
ment of the Boathouse, cafete- ment Authority has designated
ria, and ice cream shop.
UNF to work out plans for the
"When fraternities have par- park With only companies inties at the Boathouse they have volved in research activities
the option of buying beer by the being allowed to build on the
cup or by the keg," said Rider. land.
"Either way my liability is the
If the interchange funding
same."
problem can be worked out,
Business has increased at the plans call for construction of
Boathouse several times over the park to begin in two to three
since it reopened after remodel- years.
ing. Rider attributes the new
Earlier, a university official
business to the fact that the Boat- had said, as reported in the
house is open 12 hours a day. Spinnaker on Sept. 26, "The
Before the remodeling, it was idea of the park is to create an
only open for six hours a day. environment that will stimu
Rider estimates that the late economic growth for
Boathouse doesn't even gener- Jacksonville. But at the same
ate 5 percent of its gross annual time it will provide an opporincome from alcohol sales.
tunity for students and faculty
to work With the private sector

Winthe computer you
need to succeed in the
real world and a chance
to use it there.
Try a Macintosh® and enter Apple’s Real World Sweepstakes.
You could win a week at one of these leading organizations
and a Macintosh computer.

Enter April 9th-April 20th
UNF Bookstore
See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations.
© 1990 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.

in developing new ideas and
concepts."
Profits from the sale of the
land would go to the UNF
Foundation, which in turn
would make those funds available to support academic programs at the university, the
official said.
Construction of the interchange to tie the research park's
proposed access road to Butler
Bouelvard awaits the signing
of an agreement between the
Jacksonville Transportation
Authority, the state Department
of Transportation, and the Skinner family.

Book published
by UNF Press
The UNF Press released its
latest book, Nine Florida Stories
by Marjory Stoneman Douglas,
on April 1 to coincide with the
l00th birthday of that author.
The hardcover book has a
collection of period stories set
in south Florida that first ap
peared in the Saturday Evening
Post during the 1920s, '30s and
'40s. A paperback also will be
published.
The collection was edited
by Kevin M. McCarthy, associate professor of English at the
University of Florida.
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Teacher with many talents set to retire
By Sherri L. Haynes
For some men, being re
cruited by the Dodgers to play
pro ball would be the highlight
of their career.
For others, performing for
two successive seasons at Carnegie Hall would mark their
pinnacle.
And for some, retiring from
the Navy as a full commander
with four tours as commanding officer under their belts
would be the mark of success.
But for Bill Roach, a communication professor who has
done all of the above, life's
greatest pleasure has been
teaching students. On May 5,
after pursuing that dream for
17 years at UNF, he Will retire.
Roach is a multi-talented
man whose vast and varied
background has contributed
greatly to the development of
the Department of Communi
cations and Visual Arts.
When he arrived at UNF in
1973, there were only two
communications courses
being taught in. One of his
first assignments was to form
the school's first student news
paper, the "Halyard", a name
befitting his naval back
ground.
"That was a truly activist
paper," he reminisced. "We
campaigned for day care and
got it. Campaigned for student
government and got it. Cam
paigned for intercollegiate ath
letics and got it."

William Roach
The development of the
communications curriculum
during that period was a team
effort, but it wasn't an easy
process.
"There was a lot of arguing
and fighting amongst us at the
time. When I finally did transfer into the Communications
Department, the Language and
Lit "old guard"hosted a goodnatured roast for me. It was a
good feeling to have gone
through What we Went through
and still come away with the
respect of my peers. They gave
me a good-sized ship model
Which I have at home on my
mantel piece. It's the USS
Communication." He smiled
as he added, "It has a plaque on
it that reads, 'Blood ran in the

Survey shows how faculty
view conditions on campus
The Faculty Affairs Committee recently surveyed faculty concerning the classroom
size, working conditions and
climate at UNF.
Of 91 faculty members responding to the questionnaire,
78 are full-time faculty, 11 are
administrative/faculty and
two are adjunct/part-time faculty.
Concerning the university's
efforts during the past year in
maintaining class sizes that are
small enough to ensure quality
instruction, 7 percent said the
efforts were excellent; 30 percent said good; 26 percent, fair;
33 percent, poor; and the
remainder did not respond.
The second question was
divided among the lower division, upper division and graduate level and asked the faculty
how often their classes were
small enough to ensure quality
instruction.
In the lower division, the
reply was 7 percent, always; 15
percent, usually; 19 percent,
sometimes; 15 percent, hardly
ever; 4 percent, never; and 40
percent said the question did
not apply to them.
In the upper division, the
reply was 17 percent, always;
26 percent, usually; 33 percent,

sometimes; 11 percent, hardly
ever; 4 percent, never; and 9
percent said the question did
not apply to them.
On the graduate level, the
reply was 17 percent, always;
23 percent, usually; 13 percent,
sometimes; 7% percent, hardly
ever; 3 percent, never; and 37
percent said the question did
not apply to them.
The faculty's response to
whether they thought the
school has made strenuous efforts to maintain good working
conditions for them: 2.2 percent, always; 33 percent, usually; 36.3 percent, sometimes;
22 percent, hardly ever; 5.5
percent, never; and the remainder did not answer.
Seven percent of the faculty
described their working conditions as excellent; 45 percent
described them as good; 36
percent, fair; and 12 percent,
poor.
The last question asked
whether the faculty thought the
school has striven to create a
more positive and progessive
climate. Seven percent of the
staff replied always; 32 percent, usually; 40 percent,
sometimes; 16 percent, hardly
ever; 4 percent, never; and the
remainder did not respond.

scuppers'."
After serving in the Navy composing. Composing? Yes,
He won the praise of his on active duty in World War II, he has a musical background,
professional peers for himself he transferred to the Naval too, which ranges from vocal
and his class of
advanced Reservet, and was called to performances to composing. As
public relations writing stu- active duty in the Korean War. a young man he was part of a
dents in 1984 When the Public In 1962, he was called back once 400-member choir which per
Relations Society of America again during the Cuban Mis- formed two years in a row at
(PRSA) bestowed upon them sile Crisis. His initial orders Carnegie Hall.
their most prestigious honor, were to serve as public affairs
Bill Roach has left his mark
the Silver Anvil Award. They officer but by the time his pa- on UNF in his 17 years here. He
are the only educational group perwork was processed the has touched a lot of students'
to ever win the award, and crisis had abated and he ended lives and helped them on their
Roach believes they may be the up as a training and recruiting way into their own careers. His
only recipient ever in the state officer for six months.
retirement is not so much the
of Florida. Their competition
This happened at a good end of a story as it is the beginincluded the country's largest time for him as he'd been look- ning of a new chapter. As he
public relations firms in New ing for a way out of the PR begins his new journey, his
York and Chicago.
business, thinking perhaps of friends, colleagues and students
The honor was in recogni going into business for himself. thank him for a job well done
tion for the class' work on the When he was released from and wish him fair winds and
city's thennew "Keep Jackson active duty, he returned home, following seas.
ville Beautiful" campaign.
went over to the college across
"The city had about 14 the street from his house, and
companies and organizations asked if they were interested in
ready to work on the project," having him head up their PR
he explained, "like Barnett department. The school was
By Karen L. Beard
Bank, the Boy Scouts and such. Good Counsel College (now
The Minority Student AlliI assigned each of my students College of White Plains of Pace ance (MSA) strives to achieve
as an account executive to a University), and they turned its objectives and increase its
company and had them assist him down on his offer but asked membership by providing stuin developing each one's indi- him if he'd be interested in dents with a variety of onvidual program for the project. teaching journalism classes for campus events.
Jean Moyer, who now teaches them. In his own words, "I just
MSA is open to all students.
here as an adjunct, was one of sort of fell into teaching."
It attempts to foster understandthose students. She Was doing
He loved the change of pace ing and responsibility by proher internship with the Cham- and stayed there for 10 years moting political, educational
ber of Commerce at the time until an old Navy friend who and cultural awareness. MSA
and served as student co-ordi- was by that time head of the members also explore educa
nator for the project."
journalism program at New tional and social opportunities
He has stayed in touch with York University convinced and services for minority stumany of the students and there him it was time to get his dents on a predominantly,white
are plans for a reunion on May master's degree. Deciding it campus.
According to Troy Henry,
18. But this wasn't the only was time to head to warmer
who
is currently serving as
group of students who remain climes, he packed up the fam
president
and vice president,
a part of his life. "I keep in ily and headed south to the
"We
try
to
schedule
a variety of
touch with a lot of my past University of Georgia.
activities
that
will
appeal
to a
students, send Christmas cards
During a trip to Florida to
wide
range
of
students.
Our
back and forth, stop in to visit work on several dozen freelance
them when my wife and I are writing assignments, he heard purpose in doing this is to intravelling around the country of the recently opened Univer- crease overall student particion vacations. I like that."
sity of North Florida in Jackson- pation as well as minority stuThere's no doubting his ville and checked into possible dent participation."
Other current MSA officers
sincerity when he says he likes teaching openings.
his students. Even though he's
His plans for the future? are: Tomica Lindsey, secretary;
retiring, he hopes to return- Definitely not a quiet retire- Katrina Butler, treasurer; and
next spring to teach one writ ment. He has numerous proj- Paul Freeman, chaplain. These
ing course, which isn't surpris ects he's been wanting to work officers will serve until the next
ing for a man who has spent so on: writing, traveling and election to be held April 16.
much of his life writing.
He worked his way through
college at Brown University in
Rhode Island, serving as sports
Have you ever been a victim of S.U.I.?
editor for the school's yearbook,
Sex Under the Influence can be just as
newspaper and radio station.
deadly as D.U.I. (driving under the
Although he was well suited
influence).
for the sports editor position
having previously received an
1. Judgement is the 1st capacity
offer from the Brooklyn Dodgaffected by aIcohoI
ers, he had dreams of becoming a foreign correspondent,
2. What you do unprotected
"you know, 'glamorous stuff',".
may hurt you later
His Writing ability remained
his greatest skill and he soon
The sentence you get if caught
found himself back in that field.
unprotected may be one for life
He had offers from the New
(i.e. AIDS). Protect yourself and
York Herald Tribune and the New
partners, use a condom.
York Sun, "both very fine newspapers, but I couldn't afford to
Have a safe Summer Break
go work for them," so he ended
Campus Alcohol and Drug
up in a series of public relations
Information Center
positions for such companies
646-2557
as Western Electric and N. W.
For more information on AIDS contact:
Ayer. The jobs may have
the UNF Wellness Center
sounded glamorous, but he
646-2900
hated the travel.

Minority group
objectives told

S.U. I.
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Faculty union,
regents reach
impasse stage

New security system
installed in Library

By Jane Rumbaua
A bargaining impasse has
been declared after four months
of negotiations between the
United Faculty of Florida (UFF)
and representatives of the
Board of Regents (BOR).
Members of the UFF deadlocked with representatives of
the BOR over the issues of faculty salary hikes and benefits.
The BOR has proposed a 1.5
percent raise for this year (3
percent with an effective date
of Jan. 1,1991). No across-theboard raise is included in the
BOR proposal.
According to the UFF, the
BOR's package calls for no real
increase, just a token to be
handed out to a few. Furthermore, said the union, the BOR
continues to reject tuition waivers for the spouses and children of faculty and professional
employees.
The UFF has proposed an
across-the-board 7.5 percent
annual increment that Would
keep all employees near the
pace of inflation.
The UFF also has proposed
tuition Waivers at any State
University System institution
for the spouse and/or dependent children of faculty and
professional employees.
The process of resolving an
impasse is governed by the
Public Employees Relations
Commission. There must be a
hearing before a Special Master who, under the law, will
hear arguments fromboth sides
and make special recommendation. Final decisions are of
ten resolved by the Legislature.

By Sherri L. Haynes
A new security system Was
recently installed in the Library,
but it won't do much to stop the
library's biggest problem, the
mutilation of books.
According to Geraldine
Collins, head of the Circulation
Department, the new system
will "act as a psychological if
not a physical deterrent" to
people stealing books. However, she says the greatest loss
of materials is the mutilation of
books by people trying to beat
the system.
"It's sometimes a daily, but
always at least a weekly, occurrence," said Ms. Collins. "We
find books with covers tom off
or pages tom out, or the bar
codes ripped out by people
trying to get things past the
security system."
This causes an inconvenience for students because often
a number of books all pertaining to the same subject will be
removed from the shelves. If
not stolen, the b∞ks are left in
the restrooms or stairways
where book mutilators tend to
go to perform their destruction.
The books will be out of circulation for a long time while the
library attempts to get replace
ment pages, covers, or to have
the books rebound.
"A little peer pressure could
help us out a lot with this prob
lem," Ms. Collins said. "If stu
dents see someone destroying
library property, they should
come to the circulation desk to
let us know so that we can inform the campus police."

Group sets election
The English Graduate Student Association was started
recently and will hold elections
tomorrow in Bldg. 14, Room
1603. The association, with
Nancy Gentry as president, has
about 20 members.

Photo by Mark Udry

New record achieved for strikeouts
Doug Anderson set a new record of 13 strikeouts, Satur
day, March 31, as UNF swept Embry-Riddle University 8-0
and 9-0. The previous record of 12 strikeouts was set by Phil
Black at both Dallas Baptist University in the first game of
last year's World Series winning 6-5 and Ed Waters College.

Some campus housing will
be closed for the summer
By Julie Behrens
The Alpha (A), Gamma (C),
and Epsilon (E) buildings of the
campus apartment complex
and Osprey Hall will be closed
during the summer semester.
According to Doug Howell,
area director for residential life,
students currently living on
campus will be given priority
in being reassigned to different
campus apartment accommo
dations.
Eta (G) building had origi
nally been scheduled to close
along With the others, but due
to an excessive demand that
had to be met, it will remain
open to absolve the overflow of
students requesting housing for
the summer.

Professional

TYPING
262-6267
Jeanie

•Term Papers
•Resumes

The primary purpose of the
closings is to allow for maintenance and repair; however, the
apartments and Osprey Hall
will serve to accommodate nonstudents participating in a
variety of conferences scheduled throughout the summer
months.
For more information, contact Carol Fear of residential
life at 646-2636.

The new system, called
"Kno Go," was installed as a
result of a fire marshal's inspection. The old system didn't meet
passage space requirements to
allow adequate room for safe
evacuation of patrons. It includes a surveillance system
which will photograph anyone
who trips the system by leaving With unchecked materials
and who fails to return to the
circulation desk for proper
clearance.
Because of the prevalence of
coded security systems, the
system is often triggered by
books from the campus bookstore or even, as Ms. Collins
added with a laugh, "videos
from Blockbuster or other stores
which students have with
them." An item might be
cleared for one system, but still
trigger a different system.

Who’s leaving?
Can’t find out!
An effort by the Spinnaker to
determine who among the
administration and faculty are
resigning or retiring at the end
of the academic year resulted
in many "don't know" answers.
In a few instances, the Spin
naker was told that some faculty or administrators would
be leaving; however, their
names could not yet be re
leased. Wait until the fall se
mester, the Spinnaker was told.
Mostly, the newspaper was
told that such information can't
be released until the fall semester begins.

Executiυe Suite
THE PROFESSIONAL WOMAN'S CLOTHIER

is now introducing

Boardroom Basics
A collection of fine quality
women’s suits priced
at an everyday
low price of

$22000
including basic alterations.

BOOKSTORE EASTER DRAWING
27" BUNNY - $55.00 VALUE
FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1990
NAME ________________________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________

Perfect for job interviews
and building your
career wardrobe!

CITY ________________________ STATE ________
ZIP _________ PHONE ________________________

LIMIT ONE PER PERSON PLEASE

The Jacksonville Landing
353-3718
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Golf team’s Spring season under way
coach quits for women’s soccer team
By John Broekema
Golf Coach Duncan Hall
resigned recently due to personal reasons after three years
as coach.
Hall compiled an impressive record during the three
years he was at UNF. The past
two years he has taken his teams
to the NAIA National Tourna
ment and finished in the top 10
both times. His teams never
finished a season without at
least one tournament victory
and they Were constantly
ranked among the top 10 teams
in the nation.
John Brooks, a former AllAmerican from UNF, has been
named as Hall's successor.
Brooks who is working on his
M.B.A. at UNF has spent the
last year as Hall's assistantBrooks has plans for more fund
raising and the hosting of a
tournament in the fall at the
newly opened Jacksonville Golf
and Country Club, which
would be a first for UNF golf.
Hall's last tournament will
be the NAIA Nationals and
Brooks will take over beginning
the 1990-91 season.

By Jeffery S. Parrish
John (Cassidy, coach of the
UNF women's club soccer team,
has big plans for his players,
including tournament play
against Division 1 schools.
The club is strictly a voluntary team but it's managed to
post a fall record of 12-2-1. The
fall season ended at the begin
ning of February with the
team's only losses coming
against the University of Florida and Florida State.
Cassidy encourages any

Women netters
making way to
No. I ranking?

By M. Elaine Eppolito
The women's tennis team
may be on its Way to a No.l
ranking in the Volvo Tennis
National Association of Inter
collegiate Athletics (NAIA),
according to Coach Leo Vorwerk.
The Ospreys recently defeated Flagler 5-4 at St. Augustine.
The Flagler match was an
important one due to Flagler's
No.l pre-season ranking, said
Vorwerk.
Coach Vorwerk said the
By Michael Rich
score was 3-3 going into the
The Players Championship doubles match.
UNF pulled out a victory
(TPC) winner Jodie Mudd and
the following scores:
thousands of spectators might with
Catherina Persson (F) d. Jo
not have realized it, but UNF
students played an important Wilkins 6-3, 2-6, 6-3; Julie
Downs (F) d. Stine Vogt Anrole in the success of the TPC.
The tournament started dersen6-2,7-5; Kelly Gazaway
March 15, but the work the (F) d. Page Bates 6-3, 7-6;
students did started March 10 Katarzyna Lapinska (UNF) d.
and continued into the early Brenda Bender 6-1,6-1; Laura
morning of March 19. Most of Speicher (UNF) d. Kristin
the students stayed at UNF Longmire 6-7, 6-3, 6-4; Diane
alum Todd Gilpin's house in Pensabene (UNF) d. Kelly
Marsh Landing. They only left Serzen 6-0,6-0.
UNF's women's team has
the Sawgrass area to go to
school. Todd Gilpin, manage defeated four of the top six
ment graduate; Kenny Booth, currently ranked teams: Colmanagement junior; Mike Rich, lege of Boca Raton, No. 2;
public relations junior; Tom Flagler College, No. 3; UniverLeonard, marketing senior; and sity of West Florida, No. 5;
Katie Mullins, communications Centenary College, No. 6.
In other recent matches
junior, sold hats, t-shirts and
towels at the general public UNFdefeated Tennessee-Chat
entrance outside the 17th hole. tanooga 7-2,11-3, and Atlantic
"We had a lot of fun," Gil- Christian 5-1,12-4, but lost to
pin said, "but it was hard Georgia Tech 4-5,11-4.
Work."

Students help
golf tournament

females interested in soccer to
come out and join the team.
Walk-ons are welcomed, he
said, from the inexperienced to
veterans of the sport.
Because the team is voluntary, Cassidy said, "the level of
play isn't up to par with those
schools that have varsity programs." However, "I am very
pleased with our caliber of play,
and frankly our girls just hate
to lose."
The team's spring schedule
started in March. Up to this
point the team has only prac
ticed twice a week. Practices
will be scheduled from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. next to the baseball
field because the lights illumi
nate the field next to it, said
Cassidy.
Cassidy also will have his
team in at least four tourna
ments, including the Low
Country Charleston Tourna
ment May 25-28.
The coach is delighted with
the new awareness of soccer in
the community. Four of his
players are coaches at Nease,
Episcopal, Bartram, and
Wolfson high schools. Two
others coach in a 10-and -under
league.
Cassidy hopes soccer will
be elevated to a varsity program. "It's up to the school and
the athletic director," he said,
"but it all takes money."

3 runners are
All-Americans
By Michael Rich
UNF had three runners
bring home All-American honors after competing in the NAIA
Indoor Nationals in Kansas
City, Mo.
All-District 25 cross-country runner Alton Barnes placed
second in the men's two-mile
behind the national recordbreaking performance of David
Kipelio of Emporia State in
Kansas. Barnes had a 9:04 time,
just short of Kipelio's NAIA
record at 8:48.
Senior Earl Stoner placed
fourth in the three-mile with a
time of 14:13. Rick Robirds of
Adams State College in Colorado Won the event in 13:48.
Six-time All-American Patty
LaMoy placed second in the
women's 1,000-yard run with a
time of 2:42. Two-time defending champion Barbara Smith of
Prairie View A&M in Texas
edged out LaMoy in a Winning
time of 2:41.
The top six finishers in each
event receive All-American
Honors.
The Ospreys began their
1990 outdoor season with the
Florida State Relays, March 2324 followed by the Florida Relays March 29-31, and The TACcertified Jacksonville Invitational at Raines is set for April
21. The NAIA track nationals
will be held May 26-28 at Tarrelton State Collegein Texas.

Intramural chess tournament winner named
The Chess Club recently had its first intramural toumament of the semester. In the first round of competition, Rohn
Mulkey defeated Conrad Centeno and Terry Struck defeated
Nils Pearson. Mulkey and Struck advanced to the finals, and
Struck emerged the Winner.

BEACHES LASER SET
25 S. 2ND STREET, JACKSONVILLE BEACH
(Behind McDonald's, off 3rd Street∕A1A)

Earn $250.00 per DAY
The Cape Canaveral Think
Tank needs 200 outstanding
graduate students in all
academic fields for part
time Think Tank operations.
The imaginative and
innovative individual should
apply.
Send transcript, GPA, photo,
and short bio w/stats to;
CCTT, P.O. Box 5852,
Titusville, FL.
32783

Library Atrium
3:15 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

249-6369

ATTENTION POST
GRADUATES

UNF Bookstore
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

$25

(Your choice of paper; prices are for one page, additional pages extra)

By Michael Rich
UNF recently ended its 11game homestand with a 6-2
victory over West Chester (Pa.)
in the second game of a doubleheader.
Mickey Mickley (7-0) got the
win in relief in the March 10
game to post his second save of
the season. Mark Devitt (.256)
had a two-run triple in the bottom of the third to give UNF
(15-9) a lead it would never lose.
Devitt leads the team in RBl's
with 23.
UNF lost the first game 3-2.
The Ospreys also beat their
alumni 18-17 in the first annual
alumni game.
Freshman Sid Roberson got
the win in relief after pitching
the last two innings. Former
Osprey Bobby Grant, now the
pitching coach at St. John's
Junior college, took the loss.
Alumnus Kevin Hill hit a solo
home run and current first
baseman Doug Rogalaski hit a
three-run homer in the first.
Former UNF star Jim
Blakely won the pre-game
"Home Run Derby."

SGA Elections
Polling Times
April 10th and 11th

RESUME SPECIAL
• 25 Resumes typeset and printed
• 25 AdditionaI blank cover sheets
• 25 EnveIopes

Baseball team
posts 6-2 win;
alumni defeated

(Times and places same

for both days.)

Have a Say in who will
Represent YOU next
year!
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John Brooks

Denise Hok

David close

Roving Reporter
By Christopher Walsh

Photos by Mark Udry

Wes Godwin

Kimberly Weitzel

Question: What changes would
you like to see in the Spinnaker?
"I'd like to see more information about what's going on around
campus: drug and alcohol awareness and lifestyles."
Denise Hok, graduate student, Mental Health Education
"More sports."
John Brooks, masters, Business Administration

New members
being recruited
by drama club

Events Calendar
Women and Minorities career Fair,
BIdg. 14, noon
UNF Chamber Singers concert, Theatre,
7:30 p.m.
Saffire—The Uppity Blues Women’s
Band, boathouse
12
Job Search and Interviewing Workshop,
Bldg. 2,3 p.m.
13
Movie, Sweet Hours, boathouse, 8:30
Beta Gamma Sigma induction, CSX
building, 6 p.m.
15
Aquatics center closed
16
Music at Midday, Theatre, noon
20
Spring term classes end
Lecture on Ethnic History, Dr. RonaId
Takaki, Theatre, 7 p.m.
21
UNF FamiIy Day, 9 a.m.
23
Final exam week
28
Graduation, Veterans Memorial
Coliseum 10 a.m.
10

Sports Calendar
Women’s Tennis, at UNF, Birmingham
Southern, 1:30 p.m.
12
Men’s Tennis, at UNF, Pacific Lutheran,
1:30 p.m.
Women’s Tennis, at RoIIins, 2:30 p.m.
14
BasebaII, at UNF, Nova, 1 p.m.
Women’s Tennis, at UNF, Auburn, noon
17
Men’s Tennis, at UNF, FIagIer, 1:30 p.m.
20
Men’s Tennis, at UNF, Washington &
Lee, 1:30 p.m.
21 Baseball, at UNF, Florida Memorial,
10

22

28
30

1 p.m.
Track meet, Raines High School, 8 a.m.
Baseball, at JU, 1 p.m. 27
Baseball, at UNF, Edward Waters, 7 p.m.
Baseball, at UNF, Palm Beach, 1 p.m.
Baseball, at UNF, Flagler, 7 p.m.

By Michelle M. Lang
The Stage Door Society
is seeking new members
for upcoming events.
Dr. Pam Hanks, society
director, said, "It's the
drama club at UNF,
founded to encourage artistic expressions."
According to Dr. Hanks,
a theater on campus creates
a well-rounded environment for both students and
faculty. It is a way of making new friends. It can also
create a bond with other
peers. Most importantly, it
is a form of expression that
a person cannot experience
in other courses.
The society sponsors
many theatrical events. It
tries to present at least two
plays each year.
This year, however, it
has encountered a problem
in that most of the cast and
staff have graduated.
Past performances have
included "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?", "Crimes
of the Heart," and "Romeo
and Juliet," to name a few.
Dr. Hanks hopes to have
an evening of two-one act
plays in May or June, With
all functions performed.
This group is active dur
ing the summer semesters.
The society's next meet
ing Will be Thursday at 4
p.m. in the Blue Room, Bldg.
14, Room 1524. If anyone is
interested in joining, either
to take part on stage or be
hind-the-scenes, contact Dr.
Hanks at 646-2580 or attend
the meeting.

"I'd like to see more student related stories and more coverage of on-campus events."
David Close, junior, Biology

"The Spinnaker needs more about sports; especially more
stats on the baseball team."
Wes Godwin, senior, Accounting
"I think it's good the way it is."
Kimberly Weitzel, freshman, undecided.

Aunt Edith
Dear Aunt Edith,
What do they do with the stray alligators on the campus?
Signed, Izod®
Dear Izod®
Have you seen President Herbert's new shoes?
Dear Aunt Edith,
Where will UNF be in 20 years?
I haven't heard definitely yet, but my guess is that UNF will
still be here on St. John's Bluff Road, and judging from the
mentality of your question, so will you.
Dear Aunt Edithz
A university professor called me an idiot in front of the class.
Can he do this? I was terribly humiliated.
Sincerely, Sarkum Farkum
Dear Sarkum Farkum,
I suggest you stay out of his class and stick to teaching your
class.
Dear Aunt Edith,
I have a roommate who smokes. She is very rude about it and
refuses to go outside to smoke. Help! Γm choking!
Coughingly yours, Black lung
Dear Black lung,
I have received a number of similar complaints, so those of
you with this problem, follow these simple instructions and it
should rid you of your problem. Go to any drug store and buy
a cheap watergun. Fill the gun with water. The next time your
roommate decides to light up, shoot the cigarette.
Dear Aunt Edith,
Why does the State University System require a foreign
language?
RSVP, Jose can you si
Cher etudiant,
Ton question est tres bonne! Nous devons suivτe une course
d'etranger donc vous avez excuse pouvoir prendre ses vacances en Europe. Au revoir! Bon Weekend!

Advertise in the Spinnaker
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Student election is scheduled for today and tomorrow
(Continued from page 1)

held during the spring and fall
of each year. After each term is
up, the senator or officer has to
run for his orher position again.
No officer can keep his or her
position for more than two academic semesters.
Although it is too late to run
for a position within SGA, interested students may be an "at
large member." "At large
members" are not elected or
appointed to senate. These
members have the right to attend meetings and to voice their
ideas or opinions, but have no
voting power. Also, interested
persons can run for an elected
position in the fall of 1990.
In order for students to be

allowed to vote the student
must have some type of personal identification—preferrably student identification. A
driver's license also will be
accepted.
All student's identifications
will be checked against a roster. This roster will verify
whether the individual is a UNF

student or not. Also, the voter
will have to sign a voting card
to prevent individuals from
voting more than once.
There will be a poll-sitter at
the polls at all times. Any student can qualify for this position except those who are running for a SGA position. Anyone interested can obtain a

"Guideline for Poll-Sitters"
from the SGA Office, Bldg. 14,
Room 2627, and sign the signup sheet outside the SGA Office door.
Executive officers are paid for
20 hours a week, as an extra
incentive for the amount of
work and time an officer must
put into his or her position.

The president has the most
power because he can veto the
legislative branch. The presi
dent gives presidential reports
and attends meetings to bring
back new ideas and issues to
the senate. The vice president
presides at Senate meetings.
The comptroller is involved in
SGA's financial matters.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student groups, fraternities and sorrities needed for marketing project on campus. For details plus
your FREE GIFT, Group officers call 1-800-765-8472, ext 50.
ATTENTION: HIRING! CRUISE SHIP, CASINO, HOTEL
JOBS! FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Details. Call 1-602-838-8885,
Ext. Y-18198.
AIRLINESNOW HIRING! FLIGHT ATTENDANTS, MANY
OTHER POSITIONS! $17,500 - $58,240. Call 1-602-838-8885,
Ext∙X-18l98.
ATTENTION: EASY WORK, EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble
products at home. Details. 1-602-838-8885, Ext. W-18198.
Joan Turner was selected to ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs - your area. Many
be the SGA's Outstanding Stu- immediate opeings without waiting list or test. $17,840 - $69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885, Ext. R-18198.
dent for the month of March.
Mrs. Turner is currently a STUDENT WORK - Boating Survey. Twelve days throughout
graduate student in the College the next year. Eight Saturdays, four weekdays. $5.00 per hour.
of Health and is working to- Application and information, Center for Local Government, Bldg.
11, Room 2169.
ward a Master's of Science
MARKETING - Sales secretary duties will involve marketing,
Degree with a concentration in
research and preparation of proposals for each member of our
Aging and Adult Studies.
sales staff. Call Rachel Mathis at Naegele Outdoor Advertising
When asked how she felt for interview at 768-1900.
about receiving such an honor, NEW WORD PERFECT 5.1 - ONLY $135, SPECIAL full-time
Mrs. Turner replied, "I was college student or faculty price. (retail $495). The #1 word
truly elated. One of my mis- processing software includes full documentation, superior
sions in life is to serve as a role editing, 115,00 word spelling dictionary, thesaurus, table of
model and a true servant of contents, indexing, outlining, footnoting, super/subscript, search
God."
& replace and much more. For IBM and compatible PC's. Other

She’s student
of month choice

LEARN IT

in the
challenging UNF academic environment.

versions are now abailable for the Amiga or Atari ST ($89),
Apple II ($59) and Apple Macintosh ($99). Call
DATASTOR, 268-5124 for special order form.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885, Ext. A-19198.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Part or full time, earning potential unlimited. No phone interviews. Call for a one hour
no-hype, fact finding meeting with us. Ask for Rob or Jetta, 2234362.
GET PAID TO READ! English or psychology student needed
to record articles and books on audiotape. Good speaking and
reading skills important. 4-5 hoursper week at $5.00 per hour.
Call 739-3688 between 9 and 5 hours. (Closed Monday)
Professional Typing/Word Processing Reasonable rates, fast
service. Free pick-up and delivery and spelling/punctuation
guarantee. Please leave message if no answer. MichelleO'Rouke
398-4132.
H&S SECRETARIL SERVICES, INC. - Professional Resume
Services - Term Papers - Research Papers - Reports. Our quality
laser printer with over 200 fonts (typestyles) to choose from
produces superb output. We also have the best rates in town!
Our office hours are Monday - Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For
prompt and accurate service, call 737-8171.
Prefer serious student; female, non-smoker to share 2 condo
on the beach. Available June 1, $270 per month. Call 285-3100.
Classified ads are $5 for up to 30 words, $7 for up to 50 words. Cost
to UNF students, faculty and staff is $4 for up to 30 words, $6 for up
to 50 words.

UNF

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA

LIVE IT

in the convenient,
modem and beautiful lifestyle of UNF:

•Limited-Access, Three-Story Residence Hall

•One and Two-Bedroom Apartment Complex
•Lakeside Setting

•Ample Resident Parking
•Close to Recreation, Classes, Library and Campus Dining

•Laundry Facilities

For more information, call UNF’s Residential Life Office, 646-2636

